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Some Unrecorded Water
Quernmore Forest.
By Philip J. Hudson.

The Quernmore field study project has brought
to liqht several previously unrecorded water
po*"t"a sites - sites that have been designed
and constructed to use the water power
available from loca1 streams to drive some

type of equipment for industrial purposes'

These new sites are:

Ashpots, Quernmore, SD 524 596
nerry's'Plantation, Littledale, SD 552 633
Bootir Hall Farm, Quernmore' SD 518 574
Dam House, Scotforth, SD 500 576
Davies Farm, Bulk, SD 503 632
Deys Farmr Quernmore, SD 527 632
CiLson Wood, Quernmore' SD 526 611
Littledale HaIl, Littledale' SD 568 621
;ta;;-gtot "Roman Ki1n" Quernmore, sD 521 619
Mount Vernon Farm, Scotforth, SD 504 845
Quernmore Park Hait Farm, Quernmore' SD 51 6

629

These new sites can be added to the sites
already recorded in the area at Conder Mi1l'
Rowton- Brook, Castle MiIl, Gresgarth HalI'
BuIk MiIl, The Caton Mil1s, Crossqill,
Dolphinlee, Green Ayre, Lune MiII, and
ScoLforth etc.

Ashpots

This site consists of a large ponded area in
the north-east corner of field 6874 (SD 5283
5g76) connected to some 300 metres of
headrace which once channelled the water down
ott " southerly course and could have fed one
of the Rowton Mills- There is however some

indication that this headrace might have been
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used to supply water to a mineral
site in Ashpots Field (field No.
in OS Map), as the Rowton Mllls
have obtained their water from
Brook.

Berry's Plantation

This site is in the woodland on the south
bank of the Tarn Brock. The area is well
overgrown and the works are damaged but it is
st j ;. !- possible to make out the basic features
of a wate::-use site. The site is compact and
had a ponded area with a feeder channel
coming in upstream, there is a narro!{ walled
area to the west with the remains of a wheel
pit and a tail race to return the outflow to
the beck. Some associated stone foundations
survj-ve, some remains of buttressed area on
the beck side and a metalled trackway down to
the site from the woodland road.

Booth Hall Farm

This site is docuiented in a tenancy
agreement of 1825 for the farm of Rothfall
between the owner Thomas Jebson Starkie of
Clitheroe and tenant John Dickinson of
Quernmore, as having a mill, kiln and barns.
Survey of the site reveals only the drained
depression of the pond in the field to the
rear of the present farm building range, one
fed by a series of springs, with a culverted
water channel. The whole farm site was
destroyed and re-buiIt c1880, when the farm
\^/as re-named Booth FaIl. The name changed
again to Booth Hall in this century, c'l 930,
and the present owners state that the deeds
do not pre-date the late 1 9th century re-
building, The 1844 edition of the 6 in. OS
Map shows the outline of the ponded ar:ea, and

so does the 1845 TYthe avtard map'

Dam House

There is some fragmentary evidence of a

water-use site on the west bank of the
Conder. Dam Headr the name of a property
upstream from the bridge, suggests ?gme sort
oi links with a witer mi11 site, but
investigation of the upstream area has found
nothing that could be interpreted as. a dam or
ponded area. There are the remains of a

water race that starts just downstream of Dam

House Bridge at SD 500 576. It then follows
the same contour for some 200 metres ending
in a small area of relict woodland' once
ienced by banks and ditches' This area has
been disturbed with no visible building
remains to be seen, only some sloping stone
cobbled areas alongside the last few metres
of the water race' and some stone fragments
lying around. It would appear that some

iiaultri-aI process has taken place - here but
the site ,relds to be investigated further to
establish its use.

Davies Farm

This site on the west bank of Denny Beck has
features which indicate a water mi11 site and
couldwellbeoneoftheFrithBrookMills
mentioned in the medieval forest records'
The farm site, which stands on the flat very
i"" Iying land by the beck, has been altered
in recent ye"t"l the surviving barns being
converted to a modern loose housing system,
andtheoldfarmhouseandotherbuildings
have gone and can onty be seen as stone
foundalions on the north (downstream) of the
present buildings.

extraction
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right down bY the beck
The Mill building was situated on a mound on
the north end (downstream) of the site, and
here there is a weIl-preserved stone culvert,
once part of a tail race. South of this
feature, the mound has some stone fragments
on it but has been extensively robbed of its
stone. Between the mound and the old
building range is what appears to be a
partly-filled pond which must have been fed
from the springs running from the higher land
to the west and possibly via a sluice taking
water from the Denny Beck upstream of the
farm buildings, where there is a hint of an
old walled shallow pond, and culverted under
the farmstead. To the west of the lower pond
there is a deep cut channel which must have
been used to run surplus water round the
fiIled-in pond area.

An estate map of the Dalton land in BuIk
c1 880 shows the ponded area and the small
building that one stood on the mound and
field names often associated with corn
production, Granny(ie) Meadow, Great and
Little Corn Close and Rye Parrock.

Deys Farm

This site has all the locational character-
istics of a water*use site, but none of the
expected physical remains associated with a
water miII appear to survive today.

The site has what were once four cottages
constructed of stone with stone slate roofs,
built in a hollow right next to the beck - in
fact the beck flows alongside the south gable
of these cottages. The buildings have now
been converted to make one farmhouse. There
is also an old stone building in the rear
yard which has the beck flowing underneath
it. This has been converted to a garage.
There are traces of another building again

l
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side across the road
bridge.

Evidence on the old Quernmore Park Estate map
of the late 1 Bth century suggests some
textile working on the site; the old name for
the farm is Websters Farm (O.8. Webb;
weavers), and the field adjoining to the
south is called Tenter Close and a nearby
field called Yarn Croft.

The name of this site does appear to have
changed several times in the last 200 or so
y".rs, often in association with some local
6r co.ttt"cted industrial activity: for example
the name CoIIier Carr in some records,
possibly in connection with charcoal burning
wfricft has been carried out in nearby
woodland, and Collier Gate in connection with
the early 1 8th century coalmining in the high
Iand to the east to which there is a
connecting trackway across the fields. The
original Deys (or Days Barn) Farm name is
modern and first appears in connection with
the farm buildings across the road to the
east, and this had its own house at one time.
Why'the present day site has the name Deys is
not known, as the recent tenants or owners
names . give no clues. with regard to a
detailed survey to confirm water use it must
be pointed out that the site has been well
tidied up in recent years by repairs to the
road bridge and by the owners or occupants of
the farmitead diting from Charles Gibson's
original reorganisation of the estate after
c1 800 to the present owner.

Gibson Wood.

This is a water-use site used in connection
with the coalmining operations of the 1 8th,
and possibly 1 9th century. In the woodland
on the north side of the beck there is a head
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i ur
race, and in the south west rner of the
present woodland, which post dates the
coalmining, there are several man-made water
channels which divert the natural flow of the
water from the woodland beck and lower down
from the river Conder, converging on the site
of some building foundations. One is
possibly the remains of a kiln or cinder
oven. The diverted water is not returned to
the beck after use but appears to be
channelled down a linear cut feature some 3
to 4 metres wide in places that follows the
line of the beck on its north side. This is
possibly an older water-use feature that
supplied water to power a mill downstream on
a site not connected with the present Castle
MiIl. This new mill has its own arrangements
for taking water from the river Conder. ft
is therefore possible to postulate that there
was an older mill somewhere j ust upstream of
this early 19th century corn mill.

Littledale HaII

The fieldwork survey has brought to light a
large coffer-dam or popded area on the beck
upstream from the HalI, but today it does not
have any connecting race or channel to the
HaIl buildings situated some 400 metres
downstream. There is however on the HalI
site a four-storey building with large
windows and through rooms, that is built
right alongside the beck which could have
been used for some industrial purpose as it
has access doorways on the lower floors right
on to the side of the beck with no yard space
or any apparent roadway into them. This
building is not in the style of others on the
site, which range from the 1 7th century Tonge
Moor Farmhouse, the reconstructed hall that
was moved from Cockerham by Dodson in 18431
to 19th century and modern farm buildings.
Perhaps the industrial type building was used

as a sawmill for the estate
carriage / garage space.

Lythe Brow "Roman KiIn"

A brief field inspection bY the
come to the following tentat.ive
the interpretation of this site.

This is a site marked on the 6 in. OS map as
a ttRoman Kiln" and was a structure
investigated by G. Leather and others in the
1 960's and 70's, without their drawing any
conclusions or finding any reliable dating
material.

as well as

author has
opinion of

It is possibly a "Norse Type" water powered
site or a later medieval water mill- The
site is right down in the valley bottom
alongside the main drainage beck and is
subject to flooding in normal rainfall
conditions, not a situation that would be
chosen by anyone needing to occupy the site
other than to make use of the readily
available water supply.

The design and construction of the site seen
in the present remains exhibit all the
characteristics associated with water povrer
use, and very similar in some respects to the
Davies Farm site discussed above. The main
remains consist of a long mound with some
surviving coursed and loose stonework- At
the west end there is an opening with coursed
stones and a channel with a smalt 3 ft-
square water filled chamber set back into the
mound. This small chamber is very like the
chambers constructed to take the small paddle
wheel 'Norse type' water mills thought to be
in use in Scandinavia from the 8th centurYr
or even earlier in other parts of Western
Europe.

-1 8- -1 S-



Viewing the site in plan the i ''., is someevidence of two ponded areas to the east, oneof which could be fed from the valley beck,which are connected to the mound area by criditches. One of these ditches skirts the
mound on the south side and has a branch thatruns into the mound a few metres above thesite of the possible wheel pit. This channelwould run water through the site when neededto run the wheel, then it would pass outthrough the coursed opening at the west end
and into another cut channel to a wet areaadjoining the valley beck. There is also
some evj-dence to suggest that the ponded areato the north side has a culverled channelinto the mound.

A section across the site on the west side
shows that the bottom of the main side ditch,the base of the stone lined wheel pit and thevalley beck to the north of the sile are allon a similar leve1, which would be arequirement if the water available on thissite was to be used to its maximum potential
on demand to drive a water wheel. The sitealso has some associated building remaj_ns tothe south, set in some relict banks and ditchboundaries, two ,clq,pper' typ" bridges,assocj-ated trackways and to the- north westthere is evidence of a change in the
streambed course. This last feature could be
connected with the landscaping and ornamentalponding work carried out by Gibsons of
Quernmore Park Hal_l in the early 1g00s, Thissite needs a further detailed survey andpossibly some further excavation in order toobtain a better interpretation.

Mount Vernon Farm

This area just on the euernmore/Scotforthborder, to the west of the river Conder, has

long been known as a coalmining site, and it
would appear that there has been some attempt
to use water po\^rer in the area either for
farm use of uncertain date r ot in connection
with the coalmines. The field survey has
recorded the following features; a relict
head race running diagonally down the fields
to the north-west from Lower Langthwaite,
running from the present Little FeII Road or
even from the other side of it, this feature
is not connected with any of the older field
systems, and in fact it runs underneath the
modern stone walls and what might be dated as
a 1 7th or early 'l 8th century hedgebank j ust
to the north of the present farm buildings.
It is lost by recent disturbance just behind
the farmstead but is clearly running down to
either the farm area or the stream giII to
the north west.

Behind the farm in the stream gil1 there is a
trackway into the gill, and some attempt to
pond the upper part of the 9i11. The stream
running out of the gill is quite powerful and
runs via a culvert under the farmyard road to
skirt the farm site on it south side. There
are several points in the gill or by the farm
site that could have housed a small water
wheel.

Quernmore Park Hal1 Farm

Charles Gibson who improved the Park Estate
from c1794 installed a set of water-powered
farm machinery in the new range of farm
buildings; details of these are recorded in
the Estate Auction Sale documents in 1842.
This could be similar to a system recorded at
Cragg Hall Farm, El1eI of the same period.

Gibson created a large lake to supply water
up in the higher ground to the south-west
below the Knotts. The lake feeds a smaller
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pond behind the mill building via a stone
Iined culvert. A field survey confirms this
arrangement, though it is now altered and
derelict, but there is further evidence to
suggest that the present relict features
associated with this farm water-power could
be pre-dated by earlier works on a smaller
scaler or even be unconnected as part of
another water use site. These works have
been located in the area of WeIl Wood and
High Style.

To the south of High Style building the o1d
park wall, which is possibly of 16th century
date, has been replaced with new walling
which appears to enclose a wet hollow area
which has a culverted drain running out on
its low si-de, the east, which is connected to
a ditch running by Well Wood. This feature
is then lost. Further to the south west of
Well Wood on the hillside is a large pond
which appears to be connected via a sunken
stone drain to the walled feature by High
Style. There is evidence of some old
building foundations next to High Style and
the present small building on this site was
originally much larger.

This site does have a 'Iot of features which
suggest a water-use site, but unlike other
sites mentined earlier in this article, no
records have been found to throw any light as
to date or possible use. Further research on
this site like many of the others would
perhaps help to confirm date and use of the
buildings or clarify it as a water po\,ter
site.
There are other possible water use sites
which were not main corn grinding mills in
the Quernmore Forest area, and these may have
used the small 'Norse Type' arrangment t ot
perhaps were installed to operate some small
scale industrial process. One siLe is
perhaps on Denny Beck to the north of the

present main Lancaster Road. Old Parkside
Farm shows some features, as do some remains
i-n one of the fields to the north of Old Hall
Farm, which could be on the site of the lost
vill of Hoton, said to have been dispossessed
and thrown into the forest in the late 1 1 th
century. The Forest Eyre Records and the
Foresters' accounts of the 1 3th to 1 7th
century all contain references to industrial
activity being carried out within the forest
bounds. Some were sanctioned, others
illegal, with evidence for the working of
forges, furnacesr illegaI mills and conse-
quent disputes, disagreements and fines.
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'celtic' Figure from Garstang
By lvlarie Ellis

In August 1987 a limestone slab, 376 x 410 x
1 48 ftftr with a figure carved on it was
discovered in a now-demolished wall aL a
house in Bonds Lane, Garstang. The slab was
randomly placed towards the bottom of the
wall and covered completely'in mud. It was
almost certainly taken from elsewhere and re-
used, the house itself dating from
approximately 1 600.

The face does appear to be characteristically
'celtic' in style, with the tops of what
appear to be 'pillars' towards the bottom of
the stone suggesting the top half of
something larger. To go along with this the
bottom of the stone is dressed flat and
smooth.

The well preserved state of the carving and
the nature and style of the workmanship
suggest a 1 6th - 1 7th century date although
the' 'celtic' influence is clear.

'celtic' figure from
Garstang, scale 1 z6
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